Product #574662
Instruction #700101

Assembly & Usage
Instructions

Thank you for purchasing a Caldwell Handy Rest NXT shooting rest.
Please take a moment to locate all of the parts shown in Photo 1. Unpack your rest components onto a level work surface.
The only tool you will need to completely assemble your new Handy Rest NXT is a Phillips screwdriver.
758412

Handy Rest NXT Base

517441

343561

Front Cradle & Cradle Pad

799635

Handy Cape Base

Photo 1

Ram

268664

Wheel

242117

(1) #10-3/4 Phillips Head Screw

649796

Assembly Instructions
1. Thread the wheel approximately half way onto the
ram as shown in Photo 2.

Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 2

2. Turn the thumbscrew counterclockwise and far
enough to install the ram and assembly into the base.
Fully install the ram and wheel assembly, allowing the
wheel to rest into the base. Secure the ram and
wheel assembly into position using the thumbscrew.
See Photo 3.

Usage Instructions
Adjust the front cradle position to a comfortable
shooting height by performing the following steps:
1. Loosen the ram thumbscrew tension knob
2. Adjust the front cradle height to a comfortable
height by turning the wheel
3. Tighten the thumbscrew

Photo 3

Optional: Completing the base and cape
assembly for pistol use

3. The cradle pad has been installed onto the front
cradle for quality control purposes. Remove the cradle pad by depressing the two outer tabs onthe underside of the front cradle. Keep the pad handy, it will be
permanently installed in our next step. See Photo 4.
Photo 4

4. Orient and place the
front cradle onto the
ram as shown in
Photo 5. Fasten the
cradle to the ram using
the 3/4” screw. Be
careful not to overtighten the screw. Then
replace the cradle pad
as shown in Photos 6
and 7.

Outer Tabs

Photo 5

Thread the 3” ram lock knob partially into the base.
Assemble the cape to the base by aligning the long
protrusion on the cape with the hole in the top of the
base as shown in photo 7A. Insert the front cradle,
ram and wheel assembly into the cape and base (7B).
To lock the cape down against the base tightly, first
adjust the front cradle assembly to the correct height
required for comfortably shooting your pistol. Next,
thread the 3” ram lock knob in against the ram to hold
it securely in place. Lastly, turn the wheel clockwise to
draw the cape down against the base.
Step 5A

